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I. HEALTH AND THE STANDARD OF LIVING

There is a close interactive relationship between health and the level of income. The attainment of a higher income level affords an individual access to better health. He may not necessarily choose to maximize his health status (given his taste for commodities such as cigarettes or "junk food," for example) but he at least has the means to attain improved health. In general, health levels do improve with increases in income levels, as is quite dramatically reflected by the differences in health conditions among the less and the more developed countries of the world. A child born in a low-income country had a life expectancy of only 50 years at birth, compared with life expectancies of 61 years for middle- and 74 years for high-income countries in 1979 (World Bank, 1981) 1/

Differences in mortality rates among rich and poor countries are paralleled by differences in disease patterns. In the early stages of development, infectious and parasitic diseases coupled with malnutrition predominate, affecting infants and children especially. As income levels, environmental conditions and life styles change, problems of infectious disease and malnutrition are contained, and non-infectious diseases such as malignant neoplasms and diseases of the circulatory system emerge as principal causes of illness and death, affecting children less and adults more.

The relationship between low incomes and infectious disease is not coincidental. The crowded, unsanitary living conditions that mark poverty provide a thriving environment for transmission of fecally related

1/ If China is included, average life expectancy for low income countries increases to 57 years.
diseases such as intestinal parasitic and diarrheal diseases or airborne diseases such as tuberculosis and pneumonia. In addition, insufficient food consumption leads to diseases of malnutrition which may lead to death in severe cases or which, when present together with other illnesses, may lead to complications increasing the risk of death.

Improved health relates to income levels not only as an outcome of improved living conditions but also as an input to income generation itself. Together with education, health is the most significant form of investment in human capital that can be made, improvements in productivity generally following improvements in health status. In addition, significant wastage of resources is eliminated with the control of disease. Primary among such savings is the preservation of human lives. Further resource savings may include the release for productive use of otherwise fertile land in areas plagued by vector borne diseases such as malaria and onchocerciasis, the savings on food resources lost to diarrheal and parasitic diseases, and the improvement in rates of learning and retention levels among schoolchildren with better health and nutrition.

If one were interested in measuring health as a component of living standards, the foregoing discussion would seem to imply that the measurement of income and its distribution would serve as a good proxy for health as it does for many other components of the standard of living. In fact, it may not. In many countries, a substantial portion of health inputs are provided
free or at minimal cost through the public sector and differences in health status among population groups may relate to the availability and access to public health services, quite apart from differences in income. Education, particularly women's education, is another critical factor affecting health independently of income level (Cochrane, et. al. 1980). As a form of investment in human capital, health is also important as a measure of a household's stock of wealth, and hence of its current and future standard of living not necessarily reflected in current income. These features of health status suggest that the usual income measures of the standard of living may not sufficiently represent this one important component of living standards and will thus have to be supplemented with direct measures of health status.

This paper discusses measures of health status for use in a survey whose objective is to measure and compare levels of living among different population groups. Apart from measurement issues, it will attempt to discuss the relationship between health and other components of the standard of living and will suggest means by which such relationships can be analyzed and interpreted for the eventual determination of policies to improve health status and related components of living standards. Given the time and cost constraints of a multidimensional survey like the Living Standards Measurement Study, a detailed epidemiological profile of the population will not be attempted. Rather, emphasis will be given to general measures of health status as opposed to the identification of specific diseases, and to relating general health to the overall level of development.
II. THE DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH STATUS

This section presents a theoretical approach to the determination of health status in the framework of an economist's view of consumer behavior. This approach is taken not only because of the importance of income in the determination of health but more so because of the appropriateness of the economic paradigm of consumer choice in an environment of limited resources with respect to the use of health inputs and the determination of health status. An individual's health status is defined as the outcome of a process described by a health production function that relates health status to various health inputs such as medical services, diet, and environmental sanitation. The level of use of each health input is determined by the individual who, by combining market goods and time resources available to him, "produces" these inputs in the tradition of the household production function (Becker 1965). The idea is to distinguish between the biological and behavioral phenomena involved in the determination of health status and to emphasize the need to understand the relative importance (marginal productivities) of specific health inputs under various settings and for various population groups in the design of policies for improving health.

Some discussion of the importance of supply factors under certain circumstances highlights another critical aspect of the determination of health status.
Consumers demand the commodity "health" for both its consumption and its investment features. As a consumption commodity, good health generates welfare and hence enters the utility function directly. As an investment commodity, health enhances the quality of human capital by improving productivity, and the quantity of human capital by increasing the number of days available for productive activity. This last feature of health distinguishes it from every other investment commodity available to the consumer: by directly affecting the individual's life span, good health increases the total time resources available to him, which additional resource can be applied to any activity of his choice, be it leisure, market work, or productive work outside the market.  

It is helpful to think of the commodity health as the outcome of a production process combining various "health inputs" with genetic and other characteristics of the individual and his environment. This process can be described via a health production function

\[ H = H(\text{preventive inputs, curative inputs, efficiency factors, genetic and other individual factors, ecology, random factors}). \]

The first two elements constitute the set of health-specific inputs such as 

---

1/ In this section, the terms "commodity" and "production" are used in the broader sense applied in the new household economic literature where a commodity is that object which directly generates utility and is produced with combined inputs of market goods and time (Becker 1965, Lancaster 1966).

2/ It is helpful to distinguish between that feature of health which increases life span and that which decreases the number of days absent due to illness in a given time period (or otherwise reduces normal working hours). Absence from work due to illness is an (endogenous) choice made by the individual and related to his evaluation of the marginal returns to work given his reduced productivity and the disutility of working while ill. Hence, absence from work is a "corner solution" response to reduced productivity, given, among other things, increased disutility from ill health.
water and sanitation, immunization, and food intake—the preventive inputs—and curative health services and medication/treatment—the curative inputs. Factors affecting the efficiency of health production such as education or, more specifically, the stock of health information also determine the ultimate level of health.

Other taxonomies of health inputs may be used if preferred (e.g., "purchased inputs" and "publicly supplied inputs"; O’Hara, 1980) but this particular one has been selected to draw attention to an important distinction between preventive and curative health inputs in the manner in which they enter the health production function. The marginal product of a unit of curative inputs, unlike preventive inputs, is closely correlated (negatively) with the stock of health. An appendectomy, for example, benefits the person with an inflamed appendix but not otherwise. An immunization shot, on the other hand, generally benefits people equally regardless of their health status. Hence, any analysis of the demand for health and for health inputs involving curative inputs must take care to disentangle the two-way relationship between health status and the use of such inputs.

The demand for health inputs is a derived demand, determined by the demand for health itself, the nature of the health production function and the total resources available to the household. The quantity and quality of the specific health inputs depend on the allocation of money and time resources to each input. For example, the quantity and quality of the household’s water supply may depend on such factors as investment in a specific water system, time used to fetch water, time used to sanitize water containers and water itself, and investment in fuel to boil water. In deciding on this and
other health inputs, the consumer chooses to purchase market goods such as a water system (in the above example), medical services, or food to generate the desired stock of health in the most efficient way, given his available income and time resources.

In the special case of health, total time resources may be endogenous in the long run. A person could choose to invest thirty minutes daily in exercising or a couple of hours plus the cost of a doctor's fee for a visit to the doctor if he thought it might extend his life an extra five years.

Ultimately, the factors that determine health status will include the usual income, price and taste variables affecting the demand for health both as a consumption and as an investment commodity (including prices of and taste for competing commodities), factors affecting the efficiency of health production such as education, and the relative prices of various health inputs in terms of both time and market costs.

In many situations, the prices of health inputs are set within a market system that functions differently from the typical market for goods or services. For example, widely used systems of medical insurance (public or private) reduce the correspondence between the cost of a specific service and its value to the consumer (see Cullis, pp. 81-84). In less developed countries, a wide range of medical services are provided free or at subsidized cost by the public sector but such services may be available only at facilities that are nearly inaccessible to large segments of the population. In addition, the quality of services may be widely divergent among different facilities. Similar diversity in availability and quality exists in the provision of water and sanitation services which again involve significant public sector inputs. In such situations, more detailed information on supply may be needed in place of or in addition to simple price variables.
III. MEASURING HEALTH STATUS

The Elusive Concept of Health

The WHO Constitution (1947) formally defined health as "a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being, and not merely the absence of disease and infirmity." The intent was to move away from the traditional medical view of health as the absence of disease to a more positive concept of well-being. Unlike disease which manifests itself through a host of varied symptoms ranging from a headache to complete loss of consciousness, well-being does not lend itself to easy identification or measurement, and social and medical scientists attempting to operationalize the WHO definition of health as well-being have found themselves at a loss for such measures.

Positive measures of health are not altogether impossible to define, however. Measures of physical endurance, strength and agility or mental ability exist (e.g., athletic competitions) and could be used as positive indicators of health. As increasing numbers of people move into that spectrum of health status characterized by infrequent bouts of serious illness, aspiration for "fitness" will slowly become the norm \(^1\) and, of necessity, these and other positive measures of health will be refined. While such numbers remain in the minority—and in global terms they are indeed a small minority—health scientists would do well to concentrate efforts on the development of health indicators that measure freedom from disease, despite their negative connotations.

\(^1\) Witness the current interest in physical fitness among middle and upper class Americans.
Note that symptomatic indicators of disease are themselves not ideal measures of ill health. The ultimate costs in welfare terms of ill health are the pain or discomfort and the reduction in functional ability that it causes. While some measures of functional ability can be defined (these are discussed below), absolute measures of pain that would allow interpersonal comparison cannot. Furthermore, the wide variety of possible symptoms and illnesses make even an ordinal ranking of degrees of discomfort due to various illnesses a gargantuan, if not impossible, task.

In developing health indicators, it is useful to think of an individual's health status within a three-dimensional framework, each dimension measuring one facet of the person's physical or mental well-being. These are

1. duration of life
2. freedom from disease
3. growth and development

The first two of these are widely recognized components of health, most often represented by indicators of mortality and morbidity. The third, less often perceived as a component of health status although equally relevant, involves the attainment of the individual's full potential for growth, both physical and mental, and is particularly important for the monitoring of children's health status. This component is directly affected by nutritional status, particularly in the early years of childhood when most growth occurs.
Technical issues on the measurement of mortality and of nutritional status are discussed elsewhere in this series of papers on indicators of human development /1/, hence discussions here will center on indicators of morbidity. Other often cited indicators of health such as health services or water supply and sanitation are measures of the various inputs to health, the explanatory variables in the health production function. These are discussed in the next section. Later in this paper, the three output measures of health will be brought together again and compared in terms of their relative merits for inclusion in a health module for a living standards survey.

Measures of Morbidity

Unlike mortality which involves the patently observable phenomenon of death, morbidity or illness is a less well-defined state of health, manifesting itself through a variety of symptoms and in varying degrees of severity. Hence there is no simple single measure of an individual’s morbidity status that would lend itself easily to comparison either for the same individual over time or among different individuals. When any comparisons are made, they are necessarily limited to specific symptoms or illnesses rather than to overall health status.

Morbidity information generally revolves around the description of symptoms that are obtained through direct observation of the person, through biochemical or other clinical tests, through reporting by the person himself, or through some combination of the above. Assuming that the appropriate symptomatic observations can be made through these means, interpretation of the findings may remain a problem. Observed symptoms are not always

illness-specific and identifying the cause of a morbid condition may not be easy; highly specialized medical expertise may sometimes be required. In addition, many symptoms are manifested empirically on a continuum of values, rather than in a simple dichotomy, making it difficult to differentiate between illness and acceptable deviations from the mean (Cochrane, 1972). Finally, as mentioned in the preceding paragraph, it is difficult to combine various symptoms into a single measure of severity for comparison across different illness groups.

The above shortcomings, particularly the last, suggest that symptomatic or illness specific data may be of limited usefulness in a search for a single general indicator of individual or group level health status. Nevertheless, data on the incidence or prevalence of specific illnesses among a population provide valuable descriptive information about prevailing disease patterns, identifying the causes of poor health and indicating the measures most appropriate for improving overall health conditions.

While symptomatic indicators of morbidity do not permit comparisons of health status across illness groups, indicators of functional disability do. As the name implies, measures of functional disability focus attention on the effects of ill health rather than its causes, particularly on the extent to which normal human functions are disrupted by illness. Some attempts have been made to define a hierarchy of human functions to serve as a yardstick for measuring the severity of disability (Patrick, Bush and Chen 1973; Granger and Green 1976; Rosser and Kind 1978). In these exercises, activities such as dressing or feeding oneself, sitting up in bed, walking
with or without limitation and so on are ranked on some selected scale with respect to the ability to function independently and completely. The ranking is usually determined by subjective judgement of a group of medical professionals or laymen sampled for the purpose. The person whose health is being assessed is then rated, based on observations on his ability to perform the specified functions.

This method of assessing functional disability presents difficulties in the definition of a classificatory scheme of functional levels and in the need to observe various components of function for each individual being studied. A simpler method is to ask the subject whether and to what extent his "normal" activities have been disrupted by illness. The response would take the form of a fractional value (say 0, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, or 1) of his normal activities that he was unable to perform over the duration of the illness (Paqueo 1976). This method of inquiry is a refinement of the usual question on the number of days absent from work/school due to illness, allowing for partial reductions in productive capacity. It can also be designed to include reductions in non-work or non-school activities if desired.

With this method of measuring functional disability the definition of the standard as well as the observation on the extent of disability relative to the standard are based on the subject's own judgement. Here lie possibilities for complication. A person's decision to work or not work when ill is dependent not only on the amount of discomfort he experiences or the reduction in his productivity but also on the relative value to him of an hour's work. Thus, a poor person with a high marginal utility of income may
be more inclined to work when ill than a rich person; similarly a mother with a young child would be more likely to do "home work" when ill than one without a young child. If such is the case then the observed reduction in work will not measure a pure "illness effect."

A second complication lies in the implicit definition of the standard as the person's "normal" level of activity. Abstracting from the possibility that low marginal productivities may force normal activities to remain below maximum potential, there is the further chance that chronic suboptimal health may itself cause the perceived normal levels to remain below maximum potential. Chronic undernutrition and anemia, for example, are two widely prevalent conditions that may cause substandard work performance. Unless these conditions are detected, the resulting lower work levels may mistakenly be taken as the norm. The norm must also be carefully defined for cases of permanent disability.

Despite these complications, measures of functional disability provide a useful indicator of morbidity status that cuts across the multiple dimensions of illness, this indicator being expressed in terms of equivalent complete disability days or, conversely, equivalent complete healthy days.

One recent development of the concept of functional disability has been to extend the definition of disability so that it allows the inclusion of mortality (death) as a possible value on the continuum of function states. Thus health status is defined as "a continuum running from dead to perfect health taking on a value from, say, 0 to 1 (0 for death, 1 for perfect health) for any individual at any given time" (Torrance, 1976).
Various versions of this unified health status index have been propounded, some embellished to represent "health expectancy," a form of weighted life expectancy which measures the equivalent in healthy years of life expected (in statistical terms) by the individual (e.g., Chiang 1965; Bush, Chen and Patrick 1972; Sullivan 1971; Morrow, Smith and Nimo 1980). They all share the feature of integrating mortality and morbidity into a single measure, a feature useful in comparing improvements in health status expected from alternative treatments or public health interventions and especially when expected results vary with respect to reductions in mortality and morbidity. This same feature, however, is a fundamental weakness of the unified health status index since it fails to recognize the qualitative difference between the states of death and life. The "quantum leap" between life (in any state of health or ill health) and death renders any attempt to combine them on a single scale crude at the least.

**Measuring Health Inputs**

The first step in the design of health input indicators is the selection of the inputs most critical to health under prevailing circumstances. In more advanced societies where basic health care and sanitation systems are universally available, the most important inputs may be an efficient hospital and fresh unpolluted air. In less developed communities, the elements of a primary health care system would constitute the main inputs to health. These include:

1. education concerning prevailing health problems and the methods of preventing and controlling them;

2. promotion of food supply and proper nutrition;
an adequate supply of safe water and basic sanitation;

maternal and child health care, including family planning;

immunization against the major infectious diseases;

prevention and control of local endemic diseases;

appropriate treatment of common diseases and injuries; and

provision of essential drugs. 1/

In defining specific input indicators care must be taken to distinguish between indicators of availability (or supply) and indicators of use. For example, the presence of a health care facility in a village would be an indicator of availability; similarly, information on distance of a facility from a home or the cost of specific services are indicators of availability. On the other hand, information on immunization rates, on use of oral rehydration or on consultations with indigenous medical practitioners are indicators of use. Analytically, "use" indicators are measures of (revealed) demand and "availability" indicators are measures of supply to be used as explanatory variables in the input demand functions.

1/ From the Declaration of Alma-Ata signed by participants of the International Conference on Primary Health Care in 1978.
A Morbidity Questionnaire

This section discusses the design of a morbidity questionnaire that is to form part of a health module of a multipurpose household survey instrument. The objective of the questionnaire is to provide the necessary information for the measurement of health status of household members as well as the accessibility and utilization of certain health inputs.

The questionnaire is designed to be conducted by interviewers who are nonmedical personnel and cannot be expected to make any medical diagnoses. While it is possible to train lay workers to identify a wide variety of symptoms and illnesses (WHO, 1978) such training is not recommended for a living standards survey for which only general measures of health status are required. As a consequence, morbidity information is based on subjective reporting by respondents and is likely to be biased by cultural or individual differences in the recognition of illness. Some of this bias can be reduced by careful probing (say, by listing the most common illnesses or symptoms) but others such as the greater awareness of certain symptoms by the more educated cannot. In general, subjective reporting will probably best cover those illnesses that interfere most with normal functioning of the individual by causing pain or debility.

The recommended format for a morbidity questionnaire is outlined in Table 1. The morbidity measures included are the incidence of long-term disability, the incidence and duration of illness in the last two weeks 1/

1/ The selection of a two-week reference period is based on an assessment of the trade-off between accurate recall and a longer period to reduce randomness in observed patterns of illness incidence.
Table 1: GENERAL FORMAT FOR A MORBIDITY QUESTIONNAIRE

I. Does any household member have a long-term disability; for example, blindness, deafness, paralysis, disability from an accident, birth defect, mental retardation, mental illness or any other long-term disability?

IF YES, identify the person and the disability. For each disabled person ask:

Is this person unable to attend school or work because of his/her disability?

II. Was any household member ill or injured in the last two weeks; for example, did anyone have diarrhea, a cough or cold, a fever, an injury from an accident or any other illness?

IF YES, identify the person and the illness/symptom. For each illness episode ask:

How many days did it last?

Did the illness interfere with work, schooling or other activity?

IF YES, to what extent was activity affected?

Was any nonhousehold member consulted?

IF YES, who was consulted?

Was any fee charged? how much?

How much time did consultation take, including travel time? who accompanied sick person?

Was any medication given?

IF YES, how much did it cost?

NOTES: 1. Endemic diseases may be added to lists of disabilities and illnesses where pertinent. A local term usually exists for these diseases, making inquiry easier.

2. This survey should also include questions on immunization, food consumption and water and sanitation facilities in the household and community level information on the use and availability of inputs. These are all discussed as part of the complete health module in the next section.
and the extent of functional disability resulting from the illness. While the respondent is asked to identify the specific disabilities and illnesses, such information is used principally for reference and for checking consistency during the interview and should be used sparingly or not at all in any data analysis. Finally, information on the use of curative inputs, specifically medical services and medication, is collected for each illness episode.

Appendix 1 presents examples of morbidity questionnaires that have been used in actual field surveys. The first was used in a Pilot Survey on Social Indicators in Batangas in the Philippines and illustrates the approach to functional disability measurement in terms of fractional portions of normal activity. In this survey, a disability card was presented to the respondent for selection of the appropriate response. Paqueo (1976) notes that 99.5% of those reporting illness responded to this question on functional disability.

The second example was used in a household morbidity survey in the Danfa Comprehensive Rural Health and Family Planning Project in Ghana and the third was one section of a lengthy questionnaire for a multipurpose household survey in the Bicol Region in the Philippines. This last example includes more detail than would likely be needed for LSMS but it illustrates well the nuances in phrasing of questions and precoding of answers needed in the questionnaire. One important feature is the inclusion of the indigenous health practitioner (herbolario/hilot) as a possible health consultant (question 8.9).
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE LSMS

The Health Module

This section makes recommendations for a basic health status module for the Living Standards Measurement Study (LSMS). It takes into consideration various features of the LSMS that would influence the design of the health module including: (1) that it is a nationwide sample survey; (2) that interviewers will have had no medical training; and (3) that the survey instrument will cover numerous other aspects of a household's living standards including income, wealth, expenditures, household size, and schooling of children. As in all other surveys, it will aim for economy in questionnaire length and in other survey costs.

While designed principally to fulfill the requirements of the LSMS, whose objective is to develop measures of the standard of living of a population, the proposed health module could also form part of a national health information system such as that proposed by the WHO (1980). Depending on personnel and cost constraints on the survey, an expansion of the morbidity section to allow the identification of major illnesses would greatly enhance the programmatic application of the survey. This household-based health survey would complement data from other traditional sources if conducted routinely and on a national scale. Appendix 3 presents a discussion of the potential role of the household-based health survey in a nationwide health information system.
Table 2 lists the elements of the recommended health module. This module can be contracted or expanded to obtain a balance between logistical constraints and information needs for a particular survey. Additional information for the identification of specific illnesses would be a valuable but expensive direction for expansion. Conversely, if the purpose is simply to monitor changes in health status among different population groups or regions in a country then the inquiry could be limited to outcome measures only. In this case, the information generated would not be sufficient to identify the direct causes of poor health or to define specific health policy priorities. Another possibility for contraction would be to drop one or two of the three output measures, an option that is discussed further (and discouraged) in the ensuing paragraphs.

Ultimately, the decision will have to be made in each case as to whether the additional information gained from the individual blocks of questions is worth the extra cost in interview time and/or other logistical problems. 1/ The module recommended in Table 2 is believed to strike a fair balance between costs and returns for a Living Standards Survey that aims to monitor overall changes in health status in a developing country, identify regions or socioeconomic groups in need of special attention, relate health status to other socioeconomic characteristics and identify possible points of intervention for improving health status.

1/ The relevant logistical constraints to consider include not only the various field costs of the survey but also the costs of coding and processing every additional detail of information. Many surveys suffer from having collected random excess pieces of data which collectively amount to substantial portions of organizational and operational costs.
Table 2: DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR A BASIC HEALTH MODULE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEALTH MEASURE</th>
<th>DATA REQUIRED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcome Measures</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Mortality</td>
<td>births and deaths in last year or child survival data or reference-period child survival data (Cochrane and Sullivan 1981)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2. Morbidity | a) permanent disability  
b) days of illness in last two weeks  
c) extent of activity restriction—for school-age children and adults |
| 3. Nutritional status | a) height  
b) weight (for children under six  
c) age (Martorell 1981) |
| **Input Measures: Household Level** | |
| 1. Service availability | distance to nearest public health facility |
| 2. Use of curative services | for each illness episode:  
a) who was consulted?  
b) how much did consultation cost, in time and money?  
c) if medication was used, how much was spent? |
| 3. Immunization | immunization of children five years or below |
| 4. Water, sanitation and housing | a) type of water source and distance to source  
b) type of toilet facility  
c) type of housing; square footage per person |
| 5. Food intake | a) 24-hour recall of household food consumption  
b) supplementary food consumption from feeding center, if any |
| **Input Measures: Community Level** | |
| 1. Service availability | a) presence of a community health worker; hours of availability  
b) presence of a public health facility and type(s) of facility  
c) if none present in community, distance to nearest facility  
d) hours of operation of nearest health facility |
| 2. Water and sanitation | a) condition of drainage in main roads  
b) normal water-use pattern in community  
c) normal toilet-use pattern in community  
d) population density |
| 3. Prices: food, health services, drugs | prices of basic foodstuffs, health services, essential drugs |
The recommended outcome measures give emphasis to the health status of children under five. Nutritional status data are collected only for this age group. Morbidity data are collected for all age groups (except for data on activity restriction which are relevant only for school age and over), but the analytical application will differ between the under five age group and the rest. In essence, the health module measures two basic aspects of health status in the population: the overall health status of young children with emphasis on the interrelationships among illness, nutritional status and mortality, and the effect of illness on activity of schoolchildren and adults.

Each of the three outcome measures involves special problems that require careful attention. With mortality, the (statistically) low incidence of death would result in very few observations of death in samples of about 5,000-10,000 households—the size generally considered for national sample surveys. This would mean that mortality data from sample surveys would be useful only for the most aggregated levels of analysis—e.g., for international, urban versus rural or, for larger samples, regional level analysis. Nevertheless, mortality is a critical measure of health conditions in developing countries and even the limited applications of mortality data would provide valuable information.

Morbidity data are limited by the multi-faceted nature of illness making unified measurement difficult, and the subjectiveness involved in self-reporting of illness. Furthermore, morbidity measures are sometimes considered redundant when used together with mortality data. For these reasons, morbidity information are seldom used as general health indicators. Actually, morbidity data are the most useful measures of health status of the majority of the population who stay alive during the survey period, describing a dimension of
health that significantly affects the standard of living of the living. In particular, functional disability data are the only way to directly measure the labor supply effects of poor health. In addition, the extent of correspondence between morbidity and mortality is not really known -- e.g., the prevalence of permanent disability may not necessarily decline (and may even increase) with declining mortality -- discounting the argument that mortality data are good proxies for morbidity information. Finally, the more frequent incidence of illness compared with mortality allows analytical exploration of the factors leading to disparity in health status among smaller aggregates in the population. The foregoing arguments make a strong case for the inclusion of morbidity measures of health in a living standards survey.

Nutritional status data have neither the sampling problems of mortality data nor the imprecision of morbidity data. Height and weight are clearly measurable concepts observable for each individual. When used to measure growth in children, anthropometric data provide a positive measure of health to complement morbidity and mortality which measure ill health. In addition, growth in children is more regular than illness or death and hence is a more stable measure of health. 1/ Finally, nutritional status measures

---

1/ Height is a particularly useful measure of long term developments in health since it is a cumulative measure of both nutritional and morbidity experience in the individual child and does not fluctuate with seasonal or other short term influences.
lend themselves to analysis on all levels of aggregation or disaggregation, from the individual level to national or international levels of comparison. 1/

Unfortunately, the collection of nutritional data in a sample survey presents the logistical problem of weighing and measuring subjects in the field. In addition to the encumberance to interviewers of weighing scales and measuring boards, the cost of the equipment may be significant as well. 2/

Such problems are not insurmountable, however, and the fact that several countries (including Costa Rica, Kenya, the Philippines, and Egypt) have successfully completed one or more nationwide nutrition surveys attests to the feasibility of collecting anthropometric data on a large scale. When such data are collected in conjunction with other socioeconomic and quality-of-life information, their value as indicators of health and general development could easily outweigh the costs of data collection.

All things considered, each of the three outcome measures have distinct advantages that are believed to outweigh any disadvantages and all three are recommended for inclusion in LSMS.

Data on input measures will be collected at the household level and at the community level. The health inputs of greatest concern are health services, immunization, water and sanitation, and food intake. Health services

1/ There is some controversy as to whether international comparisons of height or weight are appropriate, given possible ethnic differences in growth potential. One study has shown, however, that children in a variety of developing countries representing different racial groups but coming from economically advantaged families grow nearly to the height and weight of European and North American children, whose height and weight are used as international standards (Habicht, et al., 1974).

are measured with respect to availability and use; in particular, the use of curative services (that is, those related to specific illness episodes) are identified. The principal preventive measures considered are immunization of children, the condition of water supply and sanitation, and the quantity and quality of food consumed.

Problems of recall and of verifying the efficacy of the vaccination tend to reduce the reliability of immunization data. Nevertheless, immunization of children is a key preventive health measure and the collection of immunization data should at least be field-tested. The increased number of countries using child health charts in their maternal/child health programs (with mothers often having their own copy of nutritional surveillance and immunization records) may reduce the problems of recall experienced in past surveys.

It would be helpful to explore the possibility of designing the expenditure module of the LSMS with sufficient detail on food expenditure and quantities consumed to replace the food consumption module. This would save considerable interview time, assuming that expenditure data are to be collected in the first place.

The environment and the availability of public health services are additional conditioning factors, though largely outside the control of the household. Some information on the community level—on population density, communally-shared sanitation facilities and on the accessibility of health centers—would be necessary, particularly in explaining health status differences between communities, urban and rural areas, and regions in a country. Among the relevant variables would be the availability of communal water sources, the state of garbage and drainage disposal, the presence of a community health worker or a health facility in the community or the distance
to the nearest health facility and the staffing and hours of operation of the health facility.

Appendix 2 shows a sampling of questions on water and sanitation facilities to be asked on both the household and community levels. Note that these questionnaires make the well advised distinction between wet and dry season water sources and that they include questions on garbage disposal and drainage.

A factor that relates critically to health status but is frequently overlooked is seasonal change. Seasonal fluctuations have been observed in the incidence of specific infectious diseases as well as in conditions of poverty that relate closely to health. Table 3 shows a set of hypothesized seasonal variations based on findings reported in a Conference on Seasonal Dimensions to Rural Poverty. The summary overview paper from this conference suggests that the worst times of the year are the wet seasons:

(This paper) examines seasonal factors which are adverse for rural people, especially in tropical countries. It finds a common scenario in agricultural communities in which the worst times of year are the wet seasons when, at the same time, there are food shortages, high food prices, high demands for agricultural work, and high exposure to infection, especially diarrhoeas, malaria, and guinea worm. These factors combine to make the wet season a time of stress and crisis for all, but especially for women, children, and the poorer families. The wet season is marked by loss of body weight, low birth weights, high neonatal mortality, poor diet and malnutrition, poor child care, sickness, indebtedness and loss of production through sickness and weakness. It is a time when many poor people become poorer (Chambers, et al. 1979).

Any health survey, or for that matter any survey on living standards, must be designed to account for seasonal variations in social, economic and environmental factors. Ideally, multiple rounds of the survey
Table 3: SEASONAL FLUCTUATIONS IN HEALTH AND POVERTY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Dry</th>
<th>Wet</th>
<th>Harvest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Early</td>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>Late</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-S Meningitis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhoea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea Worm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Infections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filaraiss</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schistosomiasis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaws</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural energy demand</td>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; &quot; Men</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; &quot; Women</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food stocks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prices for food purchase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body weight/energy balance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt and repayment factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screws and ratchets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and Demographic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neo-natal deaths as % of births</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Births</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key:

+ = a positive, favourable, condition or effect
- = a negative, unfavourable, condition or effect
(-) = a less marked or less widespread negative, unfavourable condition or effect
H = High

1/ 'Screws' are factors that press down on a regular basis but from which people recover as the cycle continues. 'Ratchets' are the irreversible effects where disability or misfortune, often linked with erratic climatic occurrences, force an irreversible downward shift from which recovery is not possible.

should be planned in order to keep track of variables which fluctuate with the seasons. This is especially important for those factors which cannot be reliably recalled for a yearly survey such as expenditure patterns, health and nutritional status, and time allocation. Multi-round surveys are expensive, however. Furthermore, access to the worst off areas may be difficult if not impossible during the rainy season, a situation which only reinforces the bias in a single-round survey. If it is not feasible to maintain a multi-round survey on a national scale, the extra round(s) can be done on a subsample, including representation from the most affected areas. At the least, such an experiment can be done on a one-shot basis to provide some indication of the extent of the variation between seasons.

Finally, effective health planning requires a look beyond the technical inputs to health into the process by which households decide about individual members' health status and the factors that shape and constrain such decisions. These include cultural beliefs, social norms and the economic resources available to the family, as reflected in the socioeconomic characteristics of the household and its members. Among the factors most likely to relate to health status are the individual's sex, age and position in the family, the educational attainment of the parents (particularly of the mother), and the household's size, income, expenditure, landholding and social standing. These variables constitute the core household level data needed for policy-oriented analysis of health status information.
Suggestions for Data Presentation and Analysis

Data derived from the health module may be interpreted on several levels of complexity. For example, they may serve as simple indicators of general health status or they may be used as dependent or independent variables in a multi-variate analysis of household behavior and household welfare. Table 4 lists a number of health indicators applicable for comparison of health conditions across time periods or among different groups in the population in simple two-way or three-way tables. Group differentials in outcome measures would identify the disadvantaged groups in the population while differentials in access to or use of input measures could suggest possible points of intervention. Table 5 illustrates the use of functional disability data derived from the Batangas Pilot Survey shown in Appendix 1. Tables 6 and 7 show results from the Danfa Survey and Figures 1 to 4 are graphical presentations of results on use of services from the Bicol Survey.

Multivariate analysis would be useful in understanding the more complex relationships involved in the determination of health status. Two key questions should be addressed. First, how do the various input measures combine to produce a given health status? This implies the estimation of a health production function described earlier in this paper with any one of the three outcome measures as dependent variables and the various input measures as independent variables. Two special analytical problems must be dealt with in the estimation of health production functions. The first is the two-way relationship between nutritional status and morbidity experience. Very little is known to date about the sequencing and lags involved in this interactive relationship and care must be taken in setting up estimating
Table 4: AGGREGATE LEVEL HEALTH INDICATORS TO BE COMPUTED FROM DATA IN BASIC HEALTH MODULE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. infant/child mortality rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. proportion of population ill sometime during last two weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. average effective work/school days lost to illness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. proportion of children stunted/wasted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. proportion of households within five kilometers of a health facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. proportion of illness episodes for which trained medical personnel was consulted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. proportion of children five years or below immunized against major childhood diseases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. proportion of households with safe water source (i.e., piped-in water, standpipe or hand-pump)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. proportion of households with access to latrines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. average caloric consumption per household, per capita, or per consumption unit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: SELECTED MORBIDITY DATA BY SEX, LOCATION, EMPLOYMENT, POVERTY, AND MARITAL STATUS:
FOR A REFERENCE PERIOD OF TWO WEEKS. BATANGAS: SEPTEMBER 1974

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prevalence Rate of Morbidity</th>
<th>Disability Rate by Degrees of Restriction*</th>
<th>Average Duration of Disability (in days)</th>
<th>Days of Disability in Complete Disability Days Equivalent Per Capita</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Percent)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(3/4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>15.93</td>
<td>13.80</td>
<td>8.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>17.55</td>
<td>15.77</td>
<td>7.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>17.23</td>
<td>15.29</td>
<td>8.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>12.69</td>
<td>11.06</td>
<td>7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>16.94</td>
<td>15.23</td>
<td>9.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>16.92</td>
<td>14.65</td>
<td>7.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above the Poverty Line</td>
<td>10.11</td>
<td>8.91</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the Poverty Line</td>
<td>12.76</td>
<td>11.12</td>
<td>6.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below the Poverty Line</td>
<td>19.98</td>
<td>17.33</td>
<td>10.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>11.53</td>
<td>8.98</td>
<td>3.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ever Married</td>
<td>18.47</td>
<td>16.73</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 1 — Completely disabled
3/4 — Three-fourths of normal activities not indulged in
1/2 — One half of normal activities not indulged in
1/4 — One fourth of normal activities not indulged in

NOTE: Poverty status is determined by self-assessment rather than by an objective income measure.

Source: Paqueo 1976
Table 6: ILLNESS, RESTRICTED ACTIVITY AND WORK LOSS IN 6,242 PERSONS AGED 15-64 DURING A TWO-WEEK PERIOD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Persons interviewed</td>
<td>6,242</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons with illness</td>
<td>1,789</td>
<td>28.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons reporting restriction in activity</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons reporting work loss</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reported work loss

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total days</td>
<td>3,214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average days*</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For total sample (6,242).

Table 7: RELATIONSHIP OF DISTANCE AND TRANSPORTATION TO THE USE OF CLINICAL SERVICES IN FOUR AREAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Percentage who used clinics</th>
<th>Availability of transportation</th>
<th>Distance to clinic (miles)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Health post</td>
<td>Health post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Miles to health facility from the centre of each area.

Source for Tables 6 and 7: Belcher, et. al. (1976).
Figure 1: Use of Health Services by Household Income

Source: Akin, et al 1980

Figure 2: Use of Health Services by Mother's Education

* 1 = 0-6 years of schooling (elementary school)
2 = 6-9 years of schooling (high school)
3 = 9-17 years of schooling (high school graduate and college)
Figure 3: Use of all health services by distance-price of private modern medical facilities.

Source: Akin, et al. 1980
equations that will use cross-sectional data on a single point in time. Another problem is that of selectivity bias in the use of curative health services: while the use of these services should improve health status, the probability of using these services increases with a deterioration in health status. 1/ This could lead to a negative empirical relationship between health status and service-use instead of the positive relationship expected in the production function.

Estimation of a health production function will provide the technical coefficients that explain the link between health status and health inputs, hopefully identifying the most critical inputs in a particular setting or for a particular population. The second key step in the analysis would be to identify the socioeconomic correlates of access to or use of these health inputs, that is, to estimate demand functions for the various inputs. In particular, the determinants of health service use or of caloric consumption could be most useful in explaining differences in health and/or nutritional status of different groups in the population. The estimated demand functions will also be very useful for the design of cost recovery and pricing policies for public health services. In the analysis, it is important to account not only for the household and individual characteristics that determine demand but also for supply variables such as the availability and quality of health services in the community or the price of food. Table 8 presents the results of a multiple logit procedure to analyze the determinants of the choice of a particular type

1/ This problem is similar to that encountered in the use of family planning services, where couples with higher parity are more inclined to seek these services.
Table 8: MULTIPLE LOGIT ESTIMATION RESULTS: DETERMINANTS OF TYPE OF CHILD HEALTH SERVICE

\[ \ln \left( \frac{P(D_i)}{P(D_j)} \right) = X\beta \]

Coefficient (asymptotic t value in parentheses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Visit</th>
<th>Constant</th>
<th>Distances</th>
<th></th>
<th>Income Level</th>
<th>Time Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern public vs.</td>
<td>-0.0301</td>
<td>0.000001</td>
<td>-0.0003</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>-0.0004*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern private (-0.061)</td>
<td>(0.83)</td>
<td>(-1.36)</td>
<td>(0.525)</td>
<td>(-0.21)</td>
<td>(-1.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional vs.</td>
<td>-0.1431</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
<td>-0.0001</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>-0.1227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern private (-0.27)</td>
<td>(2.05)</td>
<td>(-0.729)</td>
<td>(-0.46)</td>
<td>(1.03)</td>
<td>(-1.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-treatment at home</td>
<td>.6472</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
<td>-0.0003</td>
<td>-0.0002</td>
<td>-0.0429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs. Modern private (1.65)</td>
<td>(2.04)</td>
<td>(-1.98)</td>
<td>(-0.16)</td>
<td>(-0.60)</td>
<td>(-0.997)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Akin, et al. 1980
Table 9: Predicted Probabilities and Changes in Probabilities, Demand for Modern and Traditional Health Services for Children Aged Zero to Six Years 1/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probabilities at mean values of independent variables</th>
<th>Private</th>
<th>Public</th>
<th>Traditional</th>
<th>Self-treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.352</td>
<td>.163</td>
<td>.122</td>
<td>.363</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Change in Probability when:

- Distance to private increased 1 S.D.†  
  - .089  
- Distance to public increased 1 S.D.  
  - .066  
- Distance to traditional increased 1 S.D.  
  - .002  
- Household income increased 1 S.D.  
  - .007  
- Mother's education increased 1 S.D.  
  - .049  
- Value of mother's waiting time (PRIVATE) increased 1 S.D.  
  - .116  
- Value of mother's waiting time (PUBLIC) increased 1 S.D.  
  .234
- Value of mother's waiting time (TRADITIONAL) increased 1 S.D.  
  .173

1/ Based on Table 8 results for the multiple logit estimation of the model.

† S.D. = Standard Deviation

Source: Akin, et al 1980
of health service (modern private, modern public, traditional or self-treatment) using data from the Bicol Multipurpose Survey. Table 9 shows predicted probabilities and changes in such probabilities of demand for each type of health service based on the results of Table 8. These results, taken from Akin et al. (1980), are the only example of multivariate analysis of health services demand functions for an LDC that this author could find.

An alternative approach to the analysis of health status data would be to collapse the above two-part procedure into a single reduced-form estimate of a demand for health function. This is illustrated by Grossman's (1972) classic estimates of demand for health, two examples of which are given in Table 10. These equations would not be helpful in the evaluation of health-specific inputs for the improvement of health status but they do predict the changes in health status that could result from improvements in general economic conditions.

The outcome of the above analyses should be an understanding of the present state of health in a given population, of the factors that determine that state of health, and of the policy instruments through which it can be improved. As a side product, the analyses would answer at least partially a question raised at the outset of this paper on the extent to which income information alone can be assumed to represent variations in this one important component of the standard of living. What it does not do is look at the influence that health status in turn has on the level of income or on the various other factors that affect income. Principal among these are the effect of health status on the productivity of the work force or on the performance of
### Table 10: DEMAND FOR HEALTH FUNCTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Work-Loss Days 1/</th>
<th>Restricted Activity Days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ln (income)</td>
<td>-.280</td>
<td>-.282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-2.03)</td>
<td>(-1.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln (wage)</td>
<td>.554</td>
<td>.392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4.01)</td>
<td>(2.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>education</td>
<td>.046</td>
<td>.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.87)</td>
<td>(2.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>-.006</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.67)</td>
<td>(-2.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sex</td>
<td>.010</td>
<td>-.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.08)</td>
<td>(-.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln (family size)</td>
<td>.251</td>
<td>.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.46)</td>
<td>(2.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.087</td>
<td>.063</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1/ Adjusted for variations in weeks worked.

Source: Grossman (1972).
children at school. While these issues are not pursued here, they are important applications of the health status data just described and are further examples of the usefulness of a data set that combines health status and socioeconomic data in a single survey.
Appendix 1

THREE SAMPLE MORBIDITY QUESTIONNAIRES

Example I: Batangas Pilot Survey on Social Indicators, Philippines

1. Were you ever sick during the past 2 weeks?

2. What were you sick of?

3. How many days were you sick?

4. During this period, to what extent were you limited by your sickness in performing your normal routine?
   Please specify disability in terms of the following numbers (show Card).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISABILITY CARD</th>
<th>Disability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not disabled</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only 1/4 of normal activities not indulged in</td>
<td>1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-half of normal activities not indulged in</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-fourths of normal activities</td>
<td>3/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completely disabled - no normal activities</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example II: Danfa Comprehensive Rural Health and Family Planning Project, Ghana

Questions asked in the Morbidity Interview

1. Did you have any sickness, injury, dental condition or disability during the last two weeks? (If no, end interview.)
   Record 1, 2, 3, etc. conditions in the order given

2. Was this the first time you had ...? Have you had it before? Has ... been present for more than two weeks?
   Record as new, recurrent, or over two weeks' duration

3. Did ... keep you from performing all of your usual activities? Were you completely disabled? Did the condition cause you to lose time from work (school)?
   Record the number of days of restriction or disability and any work (school) loss

4. During the past two weeks did you go to see anyone about ...?
   Record place(s), person(s) visited, number of visits, hospital bed days, distance travelled, and any expenses incurred.

Example III: Bicol Multipurpose Household Survey, Philippines

A. Morbidity cases

(SAY TO R): Let us continue to talk only about your nuclear family—yourself, your husband, and your children.

8.1 (ACUTE DISEASES, PAST MONTH): Did you or any member of your family get sick at any time during the past 30 days?

1 Yes (PROCEED TO Q.8.2)  2 No (SKIP TO Q.8.22)

RECORD REPLIES TO QQ.8.2–8.21 BELOW IN CHART 8.01 OF REPLY FORM.

8.2 Who was this/were these family member(s)?

REFER TO CHART 1.01 EARLIER FOR NAME AND CODE NUMBER OF SPECIFIC INDIVIDUALS. MAKE SURE ONLY MEMBERS OF THE HH ALIVE WITHIN THE PERIOD OF ORIENTATION ARE INCLUDED.

8.3 What is the name of his/her illness? ASK OF EACH FAMILY MEMBER WHO WAS SICK.

IF NAME OF ILLNESS IS NOT KNOWN, PROBE: What major symptoms were noticed? Which major organ was affected?

8.4 How serious was his/her illness? ASK OF EACH FAMILY MEMBER WHO WAS SICK.

1 Very serious  3 Not serious
2 Serious  8 DK/NA

8.5 How many days was he/she sick? ASK OF EACH FAMILY MEMBER WHO WAS SICK.

USE TWO DIGITS FOR REPLIES: 00 FOR ONE-HALF DAY, 01 FOR ONE DAY, 02 FOR TWO DAYS, ETC.

88 DK/NA

8.6 Was (MENTION EACH FAMILY MEMBER WHO WAS SICK) kept from working/go ing to school?

1 Yes (PROCEED TO Q.8.7)  2 No (SKIP TO Q.8.8)

8.7. How many days was he/she kept from working-going to school?
ASK OF EACH SICK FAMILY MEMBER WHO WAS UNABLE TO WORK/GO TO SCHOOL.

USE TWO DIGITS FOR REPLIES, AS IN Q.8.5, ABOVE.

88 DK/NA  99 NAP (not prevented from working going to school)
8.8. Was someone consulted during the course of the illness?
ASK OF EACH FAMILY MEMBER WHO WAS SICK.

1 Yes (PROCEED TO Q.8.9)  2 No (SKIP TO Q.8.12)

8.9. Who was consulted?
ASK OF EACH FAMILY MEMBER WHO WAS SICK AND FOR WHOM
CONSULTATION WAS MADE.

01 Doctor  07 Herbolario/hilitó (indigenous
02 Nurse  health practitioner)
03 Pharmacist  08 Relatives/friends
04 Midwife  77 Others (specify)
05 Sanitary inspector  88 DK/NA
06 Health aide  99 NAP (no one was consulted)

8.10. How many days after the onset of the illness was this
person consulted?
ASK OF EACH FAMILY MEMBER WHO WAS SICK AND FOR WHOM
CONSULTATION WAS MADE.

00 At onset of illness
01 One day after onset (second day of illness)
02 Two days after onset (third day of illness), etc.
88 DK/NA
99 NAP (no one was consulted)

8.11. Where did the consultation take place?
ASK OF EACH FAMILY MEMBER WHO WAS SICK AND FOR WHOM
CONSULTATION WAS MADE.

1 At sick person's home
2 Not at sick person's home
8 DK/NA
9 NAP (no one was consulted)

8.12. Was (MENTION EACH FAMILY MEMBER WHO WAS SICK) brought to or
treated in a health facility?

1 Yes (PROCEED TO Q.8.13)  88 DK/NA
2 No (SKIP TO Q.8.19)

8.13. What type of health facility was this?
ASK OF EACH SICK FAMILY MEMBER WHO WAS BROUGHT
TO A HEALTH FACILITY.

01 Hospital (public)
02 Clinic (private)
03 RHU/CHO
04 Puericulture center
05 Nutrition center
06 Herbolario/hiltó's house
07 Hospital (private)
77 Others (specify)
88 DK/NA
99 NAP (not brought to health
facility)
8.14. Is the health facility public or private?
ASK OF EACH SICK FAMILY MEMBER WHO WAS BROUGHT TO A HEALTH FACILITY.

1 Public 8 DK/NA
2 Private 9 NAP (not brought to health facility)

8.15. How much time (IN MINUTES) was spent in the total visit to the facility, that is, from the time of arrival to the time of departure?
ASK OF EACH SICK FAMILY MEMBER WHO WAS BROUGHT TO A HEALTH FACILITY.

USE THREE DIGITS FOR REPLY: 005 FOR FIVE MINUTES, 010 FOR TEN MINUTES, ETC. IF TIME IS GIVEN IN HOURS, CONVERT HOUR(S) TO MINUTES.

888 DK/NA 999 NAP (not brought to health facility)

8.16. How much time (IN MINUTES) was spent being examined at the health facility?
ASK OF EACH SICK FAMILY MEMBER WHO WAS BROUGHT TO A HEALTH FACILITY.

USE THREE DIGITS FOR REPLY, AS IN Q.8.15.

000 Health facility had no nurse/midwife 888 DK/NA 999 NAP (not brought to a health facility)

8.17. Was the sick person confined at the health facility?

1 Yes (PROCEED TO Q.8.18) 8 DK/NA
2 No (SKIP TO Q.8.19) 9 NAP (not brought to a health facility)

8.18. How much in all was spent for this sick person’s treatment, confinement, and care?
ASK OF EACH SICK FAMILY MEMBER WHO WAS BROUGHT TO A HEALTH FACILITY.

RECORD TOTAL AMOUNT DOWN TO CENTAVOS; USE SIX DIGITS. INCLUDE COSTS FOR DOCTOR, HILOT, ETC. VISITS, BILLS FOR TREATMENT PLUS ANY INSTITUTIONAL STAY (E.G., HOSPITAL ROOM), AS WELL AS PAYMENT IN CASH AND KIND.

888888 DK/NA 999999 NAP (not brought to health facility)
8.19. How much was spent for the care and treatment of this sick person?

ASK OF EACH SICK FAMILY MEMBER WHO WAS NOT BROUGHT TO A HEALTH FACILITY.

RECORD TOTAL AMOUNT DOWN TO CENTAVOS; USE SIX DIGITS.

888888 DK/NA 999999 NAP (brought to health facility)

8.20. Was any medicine purchased for this sick person?

ASK OF EACH FAMILY MEMBER WHO WAS SICK.

1 Yes (PROCEED TO Q.8.21) 8 DK/NA
2 No (SKIP TO Q.8.22)

8.21. What was the total cost of this medicine?

ASK OF EACH SICK FAMILY MEMBER FOR WHOM MEDICINE WAS PURCHASED.

RECORD TOTAL AMOUNT DOWN TO CENTAVOS; USE FIVE DIGITS.

88888 DK/NA 00000 No purchases for medicine

8.22. (DISABILITIES, PRESENT): Do you or any member of the family have any of the following disabilities at present? READ OUT DISABILITIES LISTED BELOW:

01 Disorders of vision such as blindness
02 Disorders of hearing such as deafness
03 Paralysis, partial, i.e., loss of sensation and movement in 2 extremities or less
04 Paralysis, total, i.e., loss of sensation and movement in 4 extremities
05 Harelip and cleft palate
06 Speech defects
07 Dental caries

1 Yes, to one or more of the disabilities (PROCEED TO Q.8.23)
2 No, to all of the disabilities (SKIP TO Q.8.31)

RECORD REPLIES TO QQ.8.23-8.30, BELOW, IN CHART 8.02 OF REPLY FORM.

8.23-8.24. Who is/are this/these household member(s), and the respective disability(ies)?

IF HH MEMBER HAS MORE THAN ONE DISABILITY, INDICATE THE DIFFERENT DISABILITIES BY SEPARATING THE DISABILITY CODE NUMBERS WITH A SEMI-COLON (;).
8.25. To what extent is he/she bothered at present in his/her everyday activities as a result of this condition?
ASK OF EACH FAMILY MEMBER WITH A DISABILITY.

0 None (not bothered at all) 2 50% of the time
1 25% of the time 3 More than 50% of the time

8.26. Did this condition keep (EACH FAMILY MEMBER WITH A DISABILITY) from working/attending school in the past month?

1 Yes (PROCEED TO Q.8.27) 2 No (SKIP TO Q.8.28)

8.27. How many days was he/she kept from working/going to school?
ASK OF EACH FAMILY MEMBER WITH A DISABILITY, WHO WAS UNABLE TO WORK/GO TO SCHOOL.

USE TWO DIGITS FOR REPLY: 00 FOR ONE-HALF DAY, 01 FOR ONE DAY, 02 FOR TWO DAYS, ETC.
88 DK/NA 99 NAP (not prevented from working/going to school)

8.28. Is (MENTION EACH HH MEMBER WITH A DISABILITY) under medical supervision at present?

1 Yes (PROCEED TO Q.8.29) 2 No (SKIP TO Q.8.30)

8.29. Who is the health personnel that attends to him/her at present?
ASK OF EACH HH MEMBER WITH A DISABILITY WHO IS UNDER MEDICAL SUPERVISION.

01 Doctor 07 Herbolario/hilot
02 Nurse 08 Relatives/friends
03 Pharmacist 77 Others (specify)
04 Midwife 88 DK/NA
05 Sanitary inspector 99 NAP (not under medical supervision)
06 Health aide

8.30. During the past year, how much was spent for the treatment of (MENTION EACH HH MEMBER WITH A DISABILITY) relative to his/her disability?
RECORD TOTAL AMOUNT DOWN TO CENTAVOS; USE SIX DIGITS.

000000 (treated but no expenses incurred) 888888 DK/NA
999999 NAP (not treated during the past year)
Appendix 2
SAMPLE WATER AND SANITATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Bicol Multipurpose Household Survey, Philippines

Part I: Household Questionnaire

2.23. (Water, dry season): What is your usual source of drinking water during the dry season?

01 Piped, in house
02 Pump, in house
03 Pump or piped, in yard
04 Pump or piped, public
05 Rainwater, houseyard or roof storage
06 Open well
07 Spring, river, lake
08 Purchased
77 Others (Specify)
88 DK/NA

2.24. (IF R ANSWERED 03 to 08, or 77): How far (IN METERS) is this source from this house? _________ meters.

2.25. (Water, wet season): What is your usual source of drinking water during the wet season?

CODE AS IN Q.2.23.

2.26. (IF R ANSWERED 03 to 08, or 77): How far (IN METERS) is this source from this house? _________ meters

2.27. (Storage): Do you store your drinking water?

1 Yes (PROCEED TO Q.2.28) 2 No (SKIP TO Q.2.29)

2.28. (IF STORES WATER): What kind of container do you use for storing your drinking water?

01 Water tank
02 Jar, earthen
03 Drum/banyera
04 Cans (tin)
05 Plastic containers
06 Bottles
77 Others (specify)

2.29. (Water treatment): Do you or any member of the household usually treat water before drinking?

1 Yes (PROCEED TO Q.2.30) 2 No (SKIP TO Q.2.31)

2.30. What is the main method used?

1 Boiling
2 Chlorination
3 Filtration
7 Others (specify)
2.31. **(Toilet facilities):** What kind of toilet facilities do you have?

0 None (open fields, rivers, etc.) 5 Antípolo
1 Flush, inside house 6 Open pit
2 Flush, outside house 7 Others (specify)
3 Water sealed, inside house
4 Water sealed, outside house 8 DK

2.32. **(Excreta disposal):** Ask to see the facility mentioned. What is the general condition of the area as regards excreta removal? (Observe)

1 Heavy defecation in area
2 Some defecation in the area
3 Very little excreta visible
4 No excreta visible

2.33. **(Garbage):** What is your main method of garbage disposal?

1 Collected by the garbage collector
2 Burning
3 Composting (decaying fertilizer)
4 Dumping
7 Others (specify) ______________________
8 DK/NA

2.34. **(Drainage):** Is the area around and/or under the house dry, or is there stagnant water around and/or under the house? (Observe)

1 Area around and/or under the house is dry
2 Stagnant water around and/or under the house
8 DK
Part II: Community Questionnaire

7.1. Main source of drinking water supply in barangay during the dry season:

1. Piped into homes
2. Pump or piped in houseyard
3. Pump, public or communal
4. Rainwater, houseyard/roof storage
5. Open well
6. Water purchased
7. Spring, river, pond, lake, etc.

7.2. Main source of drinking water supply in barangay during the wet season:

1. Piped into homes
2. Pump or piped in houseyard
3. Pump, public or communal
4. Rainwater, houseyard/roof storage
5. Open well
6. Water purchased
7. Spring, river, pond, lake, etc.

7.3. Condition of water supply availability during the dry season:

1. Good/sufficient water supply
2. Moderate/barely adequate
3. Inadequate
4. Very inadequate

7.4. Condition of water availability during the wet season:

1. Good/sufficient water supply
2. Moderate/barely adequate
3. Inadequate
4. Very inadequate

7.5. Condition of water drainage in the main barangay roads:

1. No ditches/drains; stagnant water is present
2. Ditches are present but ineffective (stagnant water is present, especially during the wet season)
3. Good flow of water in ditches (i.e., an effective system of drainage exists)

7.6. Normal toilet-use pattern in the barangay:

1. Septic tanks are used
2. Pit privies are used
3. Open drainage ditches are used
4. Defecation in the river or lake

7.7. Describe the sanitary conditions in terms of the excreta removal source: (OBSERVE)

1. Heavy defecation in the area
2. Occasional defecation in the area
3. See very little excreta
4. See almost no excreta
THE ROLE OF HOUSEHOLD-BASED HEALTH SURVEYS IN A HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEM 1/

Most health information systems have three principal sources of data:

1) vital events register;
2) routine health service data;
3) epidemiological surveillance data.

Vital events registers are, in theory, supposed to record all births and deaths and hence serve as the primary source of mortality data. In many developing countries, vital events registers either do not exist at all, cover only selected parts of the country or, at best, suffer from gross underreporting. One major cause of underreporting is the failure to report births (and deaths) of infants that die soon after birth. When this happens, infant mortality rates derived from vital events registers are understated, a typical situation particularly among those countries with the highest mortality rates.

Official data on the prevalence or incidence of disease are derived principally from clinic records maintained at health centers. Records of immunization and possibly of height and weight of children could also be derived from such records, particularly from maternal and child health centers. Epidemiological surveillance for certain endemic diseases are another source of data, though these are generally confined to specific diseases and specific populations or geographical areas in a country.

1/ This discussion draws heavily from WHO (1980), pp. 29-36.
In general, record keeping in all but the largest health facilities tends to be of unreliable quality. In addition, even with well-kept records, the health service reporting system can only partially describe the health status of the population it is meant to serve since it covers only those cases for which its services have actually been used. Clearly, even the most efficient health service system cannot make contact with all cases of illness or every mother and child needing care. Furthermore, this incomplete coverage tends to paint a picture unrepresentative of the general population since the group that tends to have the most need of the services, the poorest in the population, are often unable to use them because of the high cost of the services or of reaching to sparsely distributed health facilities. Thus, health service records are limited as a source of data both for measuring morbidity rates (since they do not record all cases) or service utilization rates (since they do not identify the base population, i.e., all those in need).

Health information systems based on these traditional data sources are likely to improve as coverage by the health system itself improves. In particular, moves to promote primary health care delivery as the mainstay of the health delivery system may effectively bring health services closer to more people. If monitoring and recording are carefully designed and maintained at the primary health care level, a broadly based health information system could eventually be built around primary health care reporting. 1/

It will be years, however, before this system can take root over wide enough

1/ The WHO has designed a system by which lay or paramedical personnel attached to the primary health care system can be made responsible for collecting vital events data and other basic health data for surveillance and health planning purposes (WHO 1978).
areas in most developing countries to generate data representative of the
country as a whole. In the meantime, alternative data sources must be
explored to complement existing data systems. The most promising of these
is the household sample survey.

Appendix Table 3.1 lists the various health indicators proposed in
this paper and the traditional sources of data for these indicators. It also
shows how all but one of these indicators can be derived from corresponding
data collected through household-based sample surveys. If designed properly,
the household survey has the advantage of reaching a more representative
sample of the population than other health data sources. Hence, it is the
best means by which to estimate the extent of the health problem or the size
of the population in need of health services. In addition, it makes possible
the collection of related socioeconomic information that may be linked to
health status and would be useful in identifying special target groups for
health planning and programming.

The main disadvantage of the household survey approach is its high
cost. Such high costs may further rise above normal when the sampling needs
of the variables of interest require unusually large samples. This is the
case for mortality data (and related birth data) which, because of the infre-
quency occurrence of births and deaths, require larger samples to get statis-
tically meaningful results.

In addition to sampling requirements, the costs of any health
survey could rise dramatically when the information sought requires observa-
tion of the subject by trained medical personnel and/or any clinical or
biochemical tests. In this case cost and other logistical constraints would
Appendix Table 3.1: SOURCES OF DATA FOR RECOMMENDED INDICATORS

P = primary source  A = alternative source

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOURCE OF DATA</th>
<th>Vital events register</th>
<th>Routine health service data</th>
<th>Epidemiological surveillance</th>
<th>Household survey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INDICATOR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcome Indicators</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life expectancy</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant mortality</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child mortality</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease-specific morbidity</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional disability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height and weight</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input Indicators</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water and sanitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical accessibility of health facility</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilization of health facility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage with immunization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population/health personnel ratio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: WHO 1980, Table 1, p. 31 (with minor revisions).
severely limit the size of the sample to be covered. One promising compromise would be to invest some extra time in training lay interviewers to recognize symptoms of at least the most important diseases using the WHO's system for such training. The resulting enhancement of the morbidity outcome measure would greatly increase the value of the health questionnaire and is likely to more than compensate for the extra cost of training in the long run. In this case, the household based sample survey built around the health module described in this paper would serve well in filling a wide gap in the information needs of most existing health systems.
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